I am in the office of a director looking at his catalogue and I realize that he knows my former Italian professors. There is also an aerial photo of the land where I want to build my cathedral and I tell him about my project. He is interested about my camera but I feel like is bored of the concept.
I am in an airplane taking my time to pack my backpack. My girlfriend is already outside but she comes back in to warn me that I am the last. Also the steward tells me to hurry up and I follow him. As I realize that other stewards are seating in the back ready to fly back he gives me a torch.
I am walking on a long road and a girl pass me on the side. She is actually on an old racing bike and I run after her. I manage to catch up with her and realize that I am also biking. I cannot hold the speed for too long and she catches up with me again saying that there is another long road.
I am in my university and find a Bulgarian colleague seating in the main room. There is no one around and she tells me that she has been in doubt where to seat. I then ask her about her old office and she shows me that my supervisor and her husband has renovated to seat there together.
I am in an apartment taking to an old relative about my house in the mountains. He wants to come to visit it but doesn't know where to find it. It is actually close to where his wife comes from and I try to explain that to him but he doesn't even know about the small village below the mountain.
I am driving in a highway and pass by a policeman dressing with all his gears. I then see a siren ahead and realize that a truck filled with soldiers just capsized. They are also wearing all their gears and only got a few scratches but one of them is accused and they come to bring him to court.
I am following my stepfather and my cousin to his friend's house. The latter is ill and we are going to help her but we reach her house and find that she is okay. I then offer to fix one of her electric toys and pretend to solder all the parts. I actually drop the chip and bend some of the contacts.
I am in a restaurant with some of my girlfriend's friends. They are seating outside and I go in to pick some of the soup I made. There are only apples left but I notice that one of her friends is eating a big stake. I then go out and realize that they are all eating other food thinking that it is for free.
I am walking down a mountain and see a cloud coming down. I then decide to walk to the top and speed up but meet a guard telling me to go back down. I can't find the path anymore and he shows me a very fast one. We then keep in a small cottage together waiting for the other excursionists.
I am in my new house when my stepfather tells me to go for a bike ride with him. He explains that we will bike until we reach a forest and then we will walk up a mountain. He advises me to wear some normal jeans and I go to my bedroom to look for them in the big closet but I can't find them.
I am in a small room with my old supervisor. A Russian colleague has just passed laughing and I realize that she thought I was kissing with him. I then wait inside feeling ashamed. I start looking at a magazine with a lot of guys and it takes me a long time to find that it is also for homosexuals.
I am entering a classroom and realize that there is an exam. The teachers also tell me to make one based on a Taiwanese artist. I don't know how to spell his name and they give me the lead sculpture of a dog to describe. It has big violet sunglasses and I decide to start writing about them.
I am walking with a German artist on the snow. There is actually a cave ahead of us and we realize that it is the main exhibition place of a museum. I then walk to the end and find a beautiful view of the ocean. I try to film but a Pakistani guy comes in and he doesn't want to be photographed.
I am on top of a staircase waiting for my Polish friend to come up. I hide behind a closet but make too much noise and we walk out together. He then tells me how low he thinks of the Bible and we reach a place where his Polish friends are performing. One of them sings and she is quite naked.
I am in a cafe with the Lesbian curator of an art museum. I have just bought a package with thin soy beans and I open it in half to eat it with my hands. I then regret having spent so much money for it and tell her that I am trying to save a lot of money to buy a land where to exhibit my work.
I am in a gym with my colleagues and meet my supervisor. As I notice how ugly she became she asks me how is my thesis doing. I then tell her that I am about to present and go up the stage thinking of thanking everyone for letting me speak first but I cannot plug my computer to the beamer.
I am in the corridor of an institute and realize that it is a television broadcasting station. I then try to get ready to be part of an interview with a presenter and try to look for some hair gel in her closet. She then tells me to look into another one and I see that she is interviewing someone else.
I am in a public toilette looking for my kid. He is with another kid and run under a tap with running water. They are trying to get their hairs wet before they go outside and I realize that it is because they want to get sick. I then slap my kid in the face but the mother of the other kid arrives.
I am in a mountain and find my cousin's new skies. I then wear them and go down to where his dead father is waiting. I am supposed to ride with him on the ski lift but miss it and get to ride with another guy. As I tell him about the old ski lift that used to be there I see very black clouds.
I am on a train with other people. We have all attended a conference and a Turkish girl admits that she has been distributing my cameras to the others while I was giving my talk. I then stand up and start searching everyone for my cameras but I can only find one in the pocket of famous artist.
I am looking at the screen of a desktop computer and realize that there is a notification on the Internet icon. I then open it and find an e-mail from a dead friend who is sharing with me the link of a beautiful resort by a lake. As I look closely at the pictures I realize that it is a small camping.
I am walking with my son and his classmates on a mountain ridge. We cannot see anything on the other side but come to an opening. Some mountains gets visible and I realize that there is a big granite rock on which I can stand to better look out. I do so but one of the kids try to push me.
I am walking with my girlfriend on the hills next to our Italian property. We are going up and a biker passes us greeting her. He is an old family friend and I also greet him but he only talks to my girlfriend saying that he is getting married. I then realize he doesn't know we are now neighbours.
I am in a open air exposition and start walking around with a classmate from my old art academy. I then asks him if he is still in touch with any classmates and he tells me that he is only in touch with our teacher. She was actually my girlfriend and I am afraid my girlfriend will hear about her.
I am seating on a table in a garden with my ex wife. We are actually alone and can finally talk about our kid. I then ask her what are they going to do in the summer and she tells me that they will fix their villa. I ask if our kid can come to me in Italy but she doesn't want him to get traumatized.
I am in a field with several houses in front. It is mine and I need to ask in the first house for a skittle to cut the grass. I actually walk all the way to the last house and ring the bell. An old man comes out with his wife and tells me that he wanted to buy that field but it was for sale with others.
I am outside of a gardening shop and buy a few Christmas trees. I put them to the side but the vases are too big and I realize that I am in front of a cabin I own. As I look for other plants a shop assistant removes one tree from the big vase and puts it in one that is way too thin and too tall.
I am in my mountain cottage with my dead grandparents. I actually want to take my grandfather to look at the stone barn I just bought and we walk there from the inside. As we go up the stairs he feels how strong the walls are and tells me that as long as I have a roof pillar it will be fine.
I am in an African country building a wall of wood when a black guy and a girl arrive. They start looking at the construction and I feel like they are nice people. As I keep building I notice that they are actually stealing the metal plates from a roof and I intermediately lock them in a small room.
I am in a park in the Netherlands and start playing with a girl. I am wearing a hat and she has to take it from me. It is really fun but one guy warns us that two policemen are coming. I then realize that it is prohibited to play any game in the park and I stop even though they are not policemen.
I am in the suburbs and reach a small hotel. It is late but I anyway ring the bell and the owner opens. I then tell him that I am his son friend and go to a room where my parents are dressing up to go to a wedding. As my mother wised I had kept my hotel room in the city I ask her for hair gel.
I am in a big American city and follow a crowd to a concert. Two people are leading us down some dangerous staircase and I can see that it is already full downstairs. I then decide to stay in a park upstairs and I lay down to take a video of the skyline but there are too many trees in front of me.
I am in a small concert hall writing on my tablet. I am actually using a pen and can do it from the distance. I am very good and decide it to do it on stage but the program doesn't start and a three person band start playing. A fan goes up to them and force them to sing happy birthday to him.
I am walking out of a station at night and follow a family of immigrants. They hurry to a bus that is leaving but then make up their mind and go the other way. I also follow them but realize that a black guy is picking them up by car. I ask if he can also give me a ride but he doesn't want to.
I am seating in a bus with some colleagues and I start singing. My voice is actually very good and I can remember an entire opera I used to sing when I was young. I then think that the people in front of me must be really impressed but realize that it is quite dark and they might be sleeping.
I am with an old friend in an apartment and he told me of an art academy where I can look for work. I then walk out in the city and reach an old modern building. It is mirrored in two parts and I go up one but the secretary there tells me that I have to go to the secretary in the opposite part.
I am in a gym with my American classmate and he introduces me to an American girl. She is an expert in cement and I tell her of my failed experiments mixing the mortar for metal nets. I also remember that she is an expert in Russian literature but my classmate comes back to us.
I am in a field looking at a woman getting excited by scratching her vagina on a small tree. A younger woman do the same and also gets excited but prefers to go back home to finish masturbating. She is actually on a wheelchair and two guys take her across the field but dump her in a ditch.
I am with my Polish friend and his girlfriend in a hardware store. The latter actually shows me a stand with very good tools and I find a portable whip. Her boyfriend is on the opposite side and I start to whipping but he has a longer whip to hit me back. The owner is there and we have to stop.
I am in an apartment with friends and there is a girl in bed. We are actually about to leave and she calls me back. I then go to her room and she wants me to greet her. I then kiss her cheek and realize that she was my lover but we have never made love nor I have called her in a long time.
I am in a room with many female professors seating around an oval table. My second supervisor is among them and I let her sign a document. I actually have many copies of the same document and I realize that all the other professors are also my supervisors and let them also sign them.
I am walking in a forest and start going up a hill with a lot of different trees. As I get over few big roots I realize that all the trees are growing on each other in a big groove. It is suspended in the air and I want to try to cross it anyway but a German tourist on the opposite side dissuades me.
I am in a car with my best friend and we stop in a small village. My girlfriend is also with us and we walk through a small square with sculptures of people laying down. One of them is actually wearing a black t-shirt I have put on it a year before. I try to get it back but it is impossible to remove.
I am in a shop with my mountain friends and slide with my slippers backward as if I was dancing. I actually fall down and I keep dancing with my body but my friends want to go and give me some new plastic slippers to fill with water. I then go to the bathroom but realize that they have holes.
I am in a small supermarket of a small town with my best friend. I am actually doing grocery for both of us and the cashier calculates that it is a lot of money. I put the most but my friend doesn't even want to put any change. I try to use as many as I have and he only add the last one missing.
I am walking in a city with my girlfriend and see two girls picking my diary. We follow them inside the studio of an illustrator who is already looking at my drawings. He wants to hire me immediately and takes several pens out for me. I want to try the digital but he starts talking to my girlfriend.
I am in an American campus and meet an old researcher. He prepares his car to bring me and my supervisors to his office. We drive there together and my second supervisor complaints how ugly it is but we arrive in the department and my main supervisor start picking pears from small trees.
I am at the meeting with my professors and I tell them that I have being sleeping outside by a truck. One of them don't care and asks me to present a list with all the hours of teachings I did in the last semester. I then go through my agenda and start telling her all the hours I did for every day.
I am walking with my mother and sister to a station. It is actually quite far and I go ahead to see if I can spot it. As I get back to them we turn into a Chinese restaurant with beautiful wooden tables and I realize that my mother is also Chinese while my father is Dutch and my sister American.
I am in a restaurant with my girlfriend and show my middle finger to the bodyguards of a big gangster. We then run out and steal the van of an Indian family. I drive in the countryside really fast but one of the gangsters is after me with a small red car and we end up hiding in a gas station.
I am with in a car at night and notice a school bus on fire. I then go out and use a small fire extinguishers to turn it off. As I move back out the fathers of the kids inside come to hug me and I ask my girlfriend to take a photo of them but they keep moving and I cannot tell them to stay still.
I am in the dark gym of a school looking at a ballet. A girl is actually dancing with her bubs out and one of the kids seating next to me wants to let her know. I tell him not to but he does and she replies that her suit is actually supposed to be like that. She then moves dancing more to the front.
I am walking with my son in a camp and approach a big tent. He doesn't want to go there but then we realize that my natural father is waiting outside. As I think that he might be drunk he recognizes us and comes happily our way. He is actually very young looking and seems very sober.
I am in a garden with a man trying to unlock my old bike. He does not manage with the key he has and I give him mine. It is actually the same as the other but I try anyway and I manage to open it. I then want to put some oil on it but the man shows me how bad it is and wants to remove it.
I am taking a shower in the university gym and realize that also my lesbian colleague is inside. I want to get out again but then decide to keep showering even though I can see her all naked. She also doesn't mind and keeps under the shower expecting that I will get an hard on but I don't.
I am in a dark boat walking to the reception and seeing a lot of small rings on the floor. I pick on up and realize that it is plastic. I then go to the receptionist and ask for a whole room for myself but she wants my passport and I have to walk back. I look for my bag but find another one instead.
I am in a bank with other artists. We are actually using the bankomat to figure out if we need to speak at a conference. One of the artists has her credit card inside and as we read on the screen that they are not interested in having us there they start taking a lot of money from her account.
I am in an American foundation and reach a field with an historical monument. It comprises of three big yellow trees standing on top. I then walk up to see them and realize that they are actually quite small and flat. As I wonder whether I should photograph them I realize that they are painted.
I am in a garage checking a red racing bike I just fixed. I actually don't want to sell it and bike up a nice road following another guy. He is talking to his mother on the phone and go up hill on a slide. It starts going down hill and I get afraid but then remember that he is only using one hand.
I am on a video conference to get an advice from my colleagues. He is very well dressed and I realize that he is taking part to an important event with my other colleagues. I am very badly dressed and start feeling ashamed that I am not attending but then try to come up with an excuse for him.
I am walking down to my new fields in the mountains and meet my neighbour in a small valley. He has a chainsaw with a very long blade and I also go down to see how it cuts would. It is actually a machine and I check while he takes a big timber and start cutting into pieces moving it forward.
I am at a lecture of two Dutch professors drawing different kind of lines on the black board and explaining the concept behind them. As they start explaining scribbles I leave and pick up a big book to read. I actually come back with a red blanket on my head and try to seat across a philosopher.
I am on a mountain road and meet two locals biking. They show me the map of the itinerary but it intersects with itself many times. They then explain it to me so that I can go with my girlfriend. We have to first go up a mountain to then go back down and up again but I don't see the point.
I am in a room with a small baby. She is actually my daugther and I see that she is full of hairs in the face. I then realize that she has mustaches and I try to look for a scissor with a round tips to cut it off. I only find a very sharp kind and as I try to cut the mustaches my mother takes her.
I am seating in my parents' office when my stepfather comes in asking who has staple his documents. It was actually me and he is very angry that I didn't use his staples. I try to explain to him that we can just reprint the document and he doesn't yell at me but he cannot calm down.
I am at an interview with the directors of a festival. They actually want to give me the best award but I one of them has a lot of questions. I then answer all of them being very eloquent and he seems satisfied. I am also very satisfied but realize notice that they don't want to award me anymore.
I am in an empty court and see two old classmates seating in the judge place. I then leave the room singing a fascist song and they also start singing but then I reach a delegation of a Greek friend. He actually became the communist president of his country and realize that I am his secretary.
I am in a hostel with my son waiting to check-in. Many immigrants arrive to spend the night there and I go to the director's office with my documents to ask him if we can cancel our reservation. He is a bit in doubt but then writes in his agenda that he will need to refund me the booking money.
I am at the cinema with my Polish friend and he seems happy. His girlfriend is also there and I realize that he won an award. He then shows me his prize wrapped in a shirt and I think it is a gold statue but it is only a big shell made with a cheap stone. It is a small prize but he starts jellying.
I am in a big green house where a man is giving a speech. I am actually not listening but reach the small crowd around him as soon as he finishes. As we are about to leave I realize that there are several stripes of water each containing a kind of fish. One local is trying to fish with no success.
I am in a small apartment with a big cat. I try to give milk to him but he doesn't see it and leaves. A smaller cat comes in and I also try to give him milk but realize that the cup is to big. As I poor milk in a smaller cup he uses his feet to bend the big cup and drink from it as if he was a small kid.
I am in the garden of a big villa with my girlfriend. I actually realize that it is big enough to host my project and I immediately call the real estate agent to buy it. It is a lot of money and my girlfriend complains about but I take a light gyps panel and break it in her head so that she shuts up.
I am walking on a side walk at night and get a phone call from my ex. She explains that I am in a new neighborhood built on the water. I don't know why she is telling me this but then she explains that our son cannot explain what is my profession. I reach him and tell him that I am an artist.
I am with my Polish friend in a market and find a lot of screws on the ground. As I look if I find one for my chainsaw a guy takes my old tripod and a used one I just bought. I try to get them back from him but he doesn't let them go. He is actually an old artist friend and I let myself recognized.
I am in an auditorium looking for a place to seat. There are a lot of female curators but I seat alone in the middle. A Canadian artist starts presenting her work but warns us about a problem with the projector. She then shows us a lot of pictures with signs that are yellow but should be red.
I am seating in a small car making drawings. I feel good about them but a Lebanese curator comes to check them and wonder about one drawing. I also don't understand it and he reads the description in a print out. It is about a mouth that should feed a head but I really cannot understand it.
I am taking part to a conference with a small group of artists. A curator brings us to a smaller room to discuss about an exhibition but two twin artists disappear. We then start discussing about the exhibition catalog but another artist objects my work and I propose to write the introduction.
I am in my girlfriend's garden watering a blueberry plant with a glass. I am careful not to put too much water but my father-in-law comes and says that I should use a chemical product. I then go inside and find my dead grandmother who just bought an hat from him after they have divorced.
I am walking with my Polish friend outside a university building. We have actually just attended a lecture by my supervisor and he is very positive about her. As I tell him how pedant she can be we pass by a homeless using a paper hat for charity. My friend kicks it and doesn't put it back.
I am in my mountain cottage and go out to talk to my old neighbour. I see him inside his barn and I open the door but there is a bull. There are also two bulls upstairs stepping on a lot of pooh and I run down to the courtyard. My neighbour is there checking a wire to keep the bulls in a field.
I am walking with a friend on a street and I notice a phone in a garbage bin. There is a lot of dirty trash inside but I pick it anyway. The screen is small but it works and I try to make a phone call but my parents' office answers. It is actually in a pierce with many drawings and I pull them out.
I am at a festival picking up trash. I actually find the organizer's jeans and hang them on the fence. I then go tell him that but he is busy making a phone call to hear if there are some cheap hotels for the musicians. The festival was announced only for two days but the hotels got very expensive.
I am with my Polish friend inside the house of a famous dead man. We are actually upstairs and get all the way down a corridor to a small room is. I then look inside and find many small cleaning items. As I start observing a hand held broom a man with a big camera wants to film from behind.
I am in a German neighborhood with my Polish friend and his girlfriend. The latter goes up to an apartment to ask for charity and we see a woman getting a shot of sugar before taking to her. We then go all together up to the next apartment and a family starts giving us cheap small paintings.
I am in the living room of my ex wife's apartment. My old Sicilian roommate is there and tells me about a project he wants to develop. I am also developing a similar project and wish to show him my drawings but realize that I have used his old notebooks to do them and I show him another one.
I am with my parents in a small restaurant by my mountain cottage. The cook comes with a rabbit stew and I feel very proud to have such a good place nearby. My mother actually finds that the choice is too limited but I explain that there are many other small restaurants we can choose from.
I am watching a film of an old couple laying in a hotel room. They are getting ready for a big flood but realize that there is actually no more water running in the shower. The old man then stands up and pull out the shower crane to check. A small hole is stuck and he manages to blow in it.
I am walking with my girlfriend on a road in the periphery of a big city. There is quite a lot of traffic but I manage to cross it. As I get ready to throw some trash I see my stepfather on a bike waiting for the green light. I then cross the street again and he tells me how much more provident I am.
I am in a commuter train with my son going north. The controller comes and I look for my metro card but I cannot find it. As the controller keeps waiting I take out all my cards from my pouch and look through them. I find the card and show it to him and he leaves without checking my son.
I am following some girls of my mountain village to a field. There is actually a muscular guy with them and I realize that they have called him to cut the wood I have left on the ground. As soon as we get there he finds that they are too big and I will have to use my chainsaw to cut them smaller.
I am walking with my old friends and my sister in our property by a big river. We are actually carrying fruit trees with us to plant and I propose to do it far down but she finds a better field high up. We then stop there for the night and I observe an old lady taking out her toothbrush from a tree.
I am walking in a boulevard with my girlfriend and I notice that she has sent me seventy two messages over night. As we reach an Arab market place I find that the first message is actually a very long video. She is standing behind a stand nodding her head to the camera and about to cry.
I am in a small restaurant in my town observing the cook. Is making only one kind of dish on a small stove by the entrance and then goes talking to his mother. I am still hungry and I go to the stove to cook some leftover dough but it turns bad and he is starts making of me with his friends.
I am in my parents' toilette watching TV. I am actually looking through many channels aware that there might be some porn but finally find one with a normal movie. As I start to watch it I realize that all the female actress are without shirt and their breast is visible. I then get excited and come.
I am inside a big factory producing colorful plastic discs. There is a friend with me and I see him walking on a small bridge. I then try to follow him without walking on the disks but get caught by a scientist. He is actually an old colleague and thinks that I have started my internship there.
I am in my mountain cottage and realize that there are two windows with a beautiful view. It is actually a pub and I look for the bathroom but have to go downstairs. As I go up again I realize that the owner is an homosexual and he might think I am also. I then properly pull up my pants.
I am on a beach and realize that I have sent my son home to pick up some letters for me. He has written me a message that I cannot read and I walk on the road to see if he is coming back. There is actually a big city he has too bike across and I realize that it is getting dark and it is rush hour.
I am in the restaurant of an hotel and meet my professor. He is about to have dinner with some important industrialists and I try to walk back to my room without having to cross the restaurant. I then walk downstairs and try to go through the bottom floor but there is the kitchen in between.
I am riding a small motocross on a southern Italian highway. The traffic suddenly halts and I drive on the side but I see that the police is ahead checking the tires for explosive. I try to stop but my accelerator is stuck and I have to drive against a wall. I then explain a policeman my problem.
I am with my parents driving up to my mountain cottage but from a different road. The view is very beautiful and I suddenly notice some small lakes below us. The water of the bigger one goes into increasingly smaller ones. I then realize that we are being dragged by a horse on a sandy snow.

